Straightforward evaluation of electronic interaction integrals for many-electron atoms using Laguerre polynomial radial wavefunctions leads to sums of differences of large numbers. An alternate formulation is presented which does not have this disadvantage. A COMPLETE set of functions which has come into increased use in recent years as an expansion basis in variational calculations of atomic energy states is the set of Laguerre polynomials which differ from hydrogenic functions in that the principal quantum number n does not appear in the argument.
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1
-6 These functions have the important advantages over hydrogenic functions that they form a complete denumerable set, with no continuum states/ and that the nodes do not move out from the origin with increasing n. This second feature leads to improved convergence since the nodes remain closer to the region in which the function to be represented has its most interesting features. s
It is the purpose of this article to point out a property of matrix elements calculated using these functions which could lead to rapid loss of precision in numerical computations and to indicate a way in which this difficulty can be circumvented.
The radial function is
where Ln-1-1 2 !H(2kr) can be written in terms of the confluent hypergeometric series L}(~) =r[(:~~~~bl~J:) ~ ~~ =:::ib~~~ t·
The matrix element of the interelectron Coulomb repulsion contains the radial integral
where ~=2kr, p=~<, and f/=~. Straightforward evaluation of the integral (3), hereafter denoted I, gives the result where the range of summation is limited by the range of definition of the binomial coefficients. This would now appear to be in an ideal form for computation, since all sums are finite and all variables are integers. However, in practice it has been found that the alternating signs of the terms in the quadruple sum quickly lead to loss of precision, since the magnitude of the sum is in general smaller than the magnitudes of the individual terms, with the difference in size growing rapidly with increasing ni.
in which (a)n=a(a+1) ... (a+n-l) =r(a+n)/r(a).
There is then left a double sum of terms which still have alternating signs, but of such magnitude that there is no longer any loss of precision in calculating the sum. In order to reduce the quadruple sum to a double sum the identities A solution to this difficulty can be found by rewriting the quadruple sum as two double sums, one of which can be expressed as the generalized hypergeometric function of two variables 9 :
(5) are applied to Eq. (4) and the binomial coefficients rewritten by means of the relationships
n! (7) Note that this makes it possible to remove either (j and T or p, and " as variables in the truncated binomial series.
The choice is made so that the summation indices with wider range are removed, in order to minimize as far as possible the error caused by the alternating signs. For the case nl-11+ns-ls<n2-~+n4-l4, the result is (8) with a corresponding expression for the other possibility for the relative magnitudes of the limits on the sums. This result is actually simpler than Eq. (4), because the generalized hypergeometric (5) is a single sum when the two variables are equal. It has been found that with this rearrangement of the summation, single precision arithmetic (27 bit mantissa) is adequate for handling terms with n:::;24, whereas with the original form (4) double precision arithmetic becomes necessary at n = 10, and inadequate at n = 16.
